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Overview 
ProPopulus is the European association that represents growers, companies and organizations that 
belong to the poplar chain. The organization is committed to promoting a bioeconomy by defending 
the need to substitute non-renewable resources with poplar-based alternatives obtained from 
sustainably managed planted forests and plantations. 

Goals & Objectives 
The main objective of ProPopulus is to inform society that the poplar cultivation and wood industry 
chain has a key role in sustainability by responsibly guaranteeing the production of more renewable 
resources in the future, thus reducing the current dependence on unsustainable resources. 
ProPopulus aims at becoming a recognized knowledge hub that increases awareness on the 
importance of poplar plantations and forests as sustainable and renewable sources of raw material 
with many applications. Among its objectives are explaining to society that tree-harvesting and 
plantations are critical in developing a sustainable, circular economy, as well as supporting ideas 
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and initiatives that encourage the use of poplar products, address land availability, promote 
Sustainable Forest Management and clarify regulatory issues.  
 
Methods 
Bridging the traditional communication gap between society and industry is essential. To address 
this challenge, ProPopulus has defined a didactic online communication strategy that unfolds in a 
three-step process: 1. Reaching a wider audience with an overarching sustainability storyline; 2. 
Connecting wood and timber to sustainability challenges; and 3. Introducing poplar as an optimal 
option for wood-based products.  
 
Outcomes & Deliverables 
A One Voice Framework has been developed and agreed upon by all members of ProPopulus to 
standardize a pan-European communication strategy implemented through the ProPopulus 
webpage, its blog, and the association’s social media profiles (LinkedIn and Twitter) where it keeps 
a steady organic growth, and direct contact with universities, researchers, landowners associations 
and industry associations. 

A public directory gathering European 
companies, research institutes, 
universities, forestry associations and 
land-owner associations linked to the 
poplar industry by name, country, activity 
and URL has been published on the 
ProPopulus webpage. A second directory 
gathering experts on poplar from diverse 
disciplines in different European 
countries, who have given their written 
consent to be included in this database, 
is also available for ProPopulus 
members, exclusively, for networking and 
collaboration.  
 

As part of our divulging efforts, a one morning event is being organised in Madrid with the 
sponsorship of ING and the involvement of Forética /(www.foretica.org) and other prominent industry 
actors to explain the links between wood and the challenge of climate change, the circular economy 
and sustainability in general, promoting it as a sustainable and renewable source of raw material and 
energy. Due to the current pandemic and lockdown situation the event has been postponed and a 
new date is being set, probably in April 2022.   
 
Through all this, ProPopulus keeps on engaging new audiences on the benefits of poplar.   
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For more information on the IPC please contact the IPC Secretariat:                                                                                  
IPC-Secretariat@fao.org  or Barb Thomas, WP6 Chair: bthomas@ualberta.ca  

For more information on this highlight sheet please contact: 
Joris Van Acker: joris.vanacker@ugent.be; Ignacio Garcia: info@propopulus.eu;Christopher Smith: chris@brandsmith.es  
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